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Today’s discussion

• Facts – five empirical observations to be explained

• Ontology – the economy as a complex adaptive system: a 
“literalist-computational” view

• Proposal – economic change as evolutionary search 
through physical, social, and economic design spaces

• Conclusions and directions for future research
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Fact no. 1 – discontinuous economic growth 

World GDP per capita, constant 1992 US$

Source: J. Bradford DeLong, U. Cal. Berkeley
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Fact no. 2 – increased order and complexity

102 SKU economy

From . . .

1010 SKU economy

To . . .

• Wal-Mart 100,000 SKUs
• Cable TV 200+ channels

• 275 breakfast cereals
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Fact no. 3:  evolutionary patterns in technology

“Add successfully as many mail 
coaches as you please, you will 
never get a railway thereby”

Joseph Schumpeter
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Fact no. 4:  economies are physical systems 
subject to the laws of thermodynamics

Economic activity is fundamentally 
an order creating process 

(Georgescu-Roegen)

Interacting agentsLow order inputs

• Food calories

• Fossil fuels

• Raw 
materials

• Information

Ordered outputs –
goods and services
(entropy locally 
decreased)

Disordered outputs – waste 
products, heat, gases
(entropy exported – universally 
increasing)
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Fact no. 5 – no one is in charge
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Traditional economics cannot explain key 
characteristics of the economy

Economy viewed as an equilibrium system . . .

. . .  but such a 
system cannot

•Grow explosively

•Create novelty

•Spontaneously 
self-organize
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The accidental history of equilibrium in economics

Léon Walras William Stanley 
Jevons

THE ELEMENTS 

OF

STATICS

BY

LOUIS POINSOT

1803

TREATISE 

ON

NATURAL 

PHILOSOPHY

BY

SIR WILLIAM THOMPSON

AND

PETER GUTHRIE TAIT

1867
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A different explanation – the economy is a 
‘complex adaptive system’

Complex Adaptive System

Many interacting 
agents and 
organizations of 

agents

Designs and 
strategies evolve 
over time

Macro patterns 
emerge from micro 
behavior
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A paradigm shift

Neoclassical economics Complexity economics

Dynamics
Economies are closed, static, 
linear systems in equilibrium

Economies are open, dynamic, 
non-linear systems far from 
equilibrium

Agents
Homogeneous agents
• Only use rational deduction
• Make no mistakes/no biases
• Already perfect, so why learn?

Heterogeneous agents
• Mix deductive/inductive 

decision-making
• Subject to errors and biases
• Learn and adapt over time

Emergence
Treats micro and 
macroeconomics as separate 
disciplines

Sees no distinction between 
micro- and macroeconomics; 
macro patterns emerge from 
micro behaviors and interactions

Evolution
Evolutionary process creates 
novelty and growing order and 
complexity over time

Contains no endogenous 
mechanism for creating novelty 
or growth in order and complexity

Networks
Explicitly account for agent-to-
agent interactions and 
relationships

Assume agents only interact 
indirectly through market 
mechanisms
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Metaphorical versus literal stance

“Economies 

evolve”

Metaphorical

• Economics is a self-standing theory

• “Inspired” by biological evolution

Literal

• Evolutionary phenomena a universal 
category

• Economies are members of that 
category (so are biological systems)

View evolution as a 
form of computation

Extend biological 
evolution to 
include human 
social systems

Create a “universal 
Darwinism” that 
includes biology 
and social systems

Nelson (2007)
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Evolution as a form of computation

Search algorithms

Evolutionary search 
algorithms

Algorithms

Other types of 
algorithms

Non-evolutionary search 
algorithms

Biological 
evolution

Human social 
evolution

Physical 
technologies

Social 
technologies

Business 
Plans

Culture?

Other 
evolution

Other?

Co-evolution
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Evolution is a search algorithm for ‘fit designs’

Repeat

Create a variety of 
experiments

Variation

Select designs that 
are ‘fit’

Selection

Amplify fit designs, 
de-amplify unfit 
designs

Amplification
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A generic model of evolution

Design space Schema
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Evolution creates complexity from simplicity

Information 
World

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

Physical
World

Design encoded in a schema Interactor in an environment

Rendering 
of design

Feedback on 
fitness

Variation, 
selection, 

amplification

Order,
complexity

Energy
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Applying a computational view to social systems

Schema Reader – BuilderSchema

BUSINESS 

PLAN

MegaCorp

Design space

Design
A Design BDesig

n 

E

Design D Desig
n 

C

Physical artefacts

Social structures

Economic 
designs
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Who designed the modern bicycle?
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The reality – evolution through ‘deductive-tinkering’
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Technologies evolve
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Economic evolution occurs in three ‘design spaces’

Physical 
technologies

Social 
technologies

Business 
plans
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‘Business plans’ are a form of economic design

• Strategy

–High-end microprocessors
– Integrated chip sets
–Communications 

chips/components

• Physical technologies
–Semiconductor design
–Testing
–Fabrication

• Social technologies
– Innovation processes
–Direct sales
–Brand
–Competitive culture
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Business plan evolution works at three levels

Individual minds Organizations Markets

Independent 
booksellers

A?
E?D?

6?

A+C?

B+D+E?

A?

D?

C? E?

B?
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What would economic evolution predict?

•Bursts of 
innovation/  
punctuated 
equilibrium

•Spontaneous self 
organization

•Increasing 
economic order 
(non-monotonic), 
increasing 
pollution
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Conclusions

• Human social systems can be viewed as “literally”
evolutionary systems

• Theory of evolution as computation offers a potentially 
productive route to a literal interpretation of economic 
system evolution 

• Such a stance may help explain key characteristics of 
economic and social systems unexplained by traditional 
economic theory
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Questions for future research

• Can mathematical definitions of complexity be used in 
economic research – can we measure changes in economic 
order and complexity?

• Can we formalise the notion of economic evolution as a 
search through design space and make testable 
predictions?

• Can we use tools from information theory, the physics of 
information, and computational evolutionary theory to look at 
the economy as an evolving computational system?

• Can these ideas be linked to efforts to build agent-based 
models of the economy?

• What data sets would be useful in supporting this work, 
what data do we need?
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Remember . . .

“Evolution is cleverer than we are”

Orgels’s second rule


